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Alexander Parra(3-10-94)
 
Parented by Alicia Williams.
Raised in Alhambra, California Alexander without a father or any other male
figure in his life until the age of ten when his mother remarried. In his mother's
second marriage Alexander was blessed with the birth of his beautiful baby sister
Brooke emily.
After several years his mothers marriage ended in a seperation, leaving
Alexander a growing young man now without a father once again. Despite hard
times his mother always seemed to provide and with his adoration for his five
year younger sibling he was pushed forward to succeed. In his early to late teen
years he looked for a sense of direction in his life until he found among other
things that he dramatically enjoyed poetry.
He's been writing ever since...
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A Dream
 
A dream is a paradox in time,
Triggered by a simple thought
Or piece of mind,
To enter a dream is to awake in a world anew,
Foreign landscapes and creature as wise as you imagine or presume,
Within your subconscious theme,
A separate world invented by the mind,
An alternate reality in which all or nothing is hard to find,
A simple vision sparks the flame,
To dream your ideas no matter how insane,
it's your world simple and plain,
it’s your dream, your undying flame.
 
Alexander Parra
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Angel Of Salvation
 
Alone i break,
out in a cold breeze,
waiting for the only one that can make the ice in my heart melt and defreeze,
I wait night and day,
in my bed i lie awake so frozen,
with the slightest touch i might break,
wallowing in misery and to cold to cry,
I wish only to die, to be released from this immortal prison,
to live life was a vain ambition,
then as i cry out my tormenting sin,
An Angel appeared as the ice had begun to risen,
with the flame of her heart so pure and free of sin,
the tundra that had once laid covering long since forgotten ambition had
disappeared with a single kiss of the goddess like Apparition,
finally freed from his icy shackles in the waste land prison they were free to leave
in absolute salvation(Tear Drops)
 
Alexander Parra
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Broken Hearted Ambition
 
Emotions of anger and jealousy plague my heart,
At times when I think of you I feel like falling apart,
When I dream only sorrow can be found,
When I slumber I nearly hit the ground,
A broken heart mixed with falling dreams im confused by what this mean,
Lingering depression among other things,
Im envious to those who don’t want you back,
Forever knowing your love is eternal like a fact,
Proven without falter,
For no amount of pain can make you abstain from coming back,
Pleading, “that’s what I want”,
Realizing, “Your who I need”,
Feeling selfish because you’re my treasure and all I think is greed,
Pondering how to keep my beautiful angel just to me,
I want to seclude you from pain,
Protect you from blame,
“I shall hide her in my heart”
“Keep her in mind”
So distance wont matter,
Nor will time,
Life is a game and I hold the pond of shame,
Knowing that you not truly mine,
Just a friend at this point in time,
Bleeding on the inside and crying on the out,
Up towards the heavens I shout,
No matter how long it takes,
No matter how high the stakes,
I promise I will wait,
In front of heavens gates,
From the day that I die,
Just so it will be only you and I,
Crossing into eternity two angels in the sky.
 
Alexander Parra
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Dear Mother Dearest
 
Mothers Day comes once a year,
But no matter what your always here,
You care for me during the day,
You protect me at night,
Here with my mother I know i will always be alright,
When the hard times are bad and when im feelings sad,
My mother cheers up my mood and dispells my groove,
Yes, with mother only good times are had and I know they will never go bad,
Mother what im trying to say is no money, no diamonds, no way,
I just wanted to wish you a Happy Mothers Day! ! !
 
To My Mother Alicia Williams
 
Alexander Parra
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Friends Till The End
 
A cold world is where we reside,
A place where everything wilts and dies,
But with you my hope lies,
Sheltered from the pain,
my life in your hands,
Protected from the shame,
Many years have gone by,
But still with you my heart lies,
Protected from the far cry,
Death evaded by the light in our eyes,
True friendships are made to last,
Unhaulted by the hourglass,
Friends, thats what we are you and I,
A chant to the heavens this is what we cry,
True friend oblivious to time,
Sheltered from the outside world, a place calm to hide,
My closest friend by my side,
Toward the deep end, heads held up high, jump now,
To heaven we fly,
True friends until the end just you and I....
 
Alexander Parra
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In My Self
 
I lay my life on the line,
To protect and serve a future that was never mine,
I come and pass an eternity this curse will last,
While unknown forces imprison me,
My mind and soul now enemies,
I’m lost you see in the labyrinth beneath my skin,
Somewhere I should never have been,
Now I wonder how and why,
I’m lost left to die….
 
Alexander Parra
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Inner Hope
 
Everyone has an inner hope
Driven by persistent ambition,
As long as your fires burning you will not fall victim to submission,
Physical strength is an accessory but mental toughness brings a new level of
clarity,
As long as you try hard your life will be filled with sincerity,
Peruse your dream, and search for indescribable things,
Looking in unknown places avoiding the fiends, your life fueled by your inner
hopes and dreams….
 
Alexander Parra
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Life Of Sin
 
Torn and cold im selfishly inflicted
Severed from society tauntedly called wicked
Internal agony is my crying pain
Desiccated and burn my body slain
Inside a pit of fire is were I reside
Punished for my wicked deeds I burn alive....
 
Alexander Parra
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Looking For You
 
I've seeked I've sought
for you I've fought
I've searched from sky to beneath the sea
with you I long to be
I'll protect from tears of the sky
If only you will give me a try
I let love speak so that maybe we could fly
higher then the heavens is where we will lie
together at last
just you and I
our love fortold this lullaby....
 
Alexander Parra
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Lost In Love
 
I love you now,
I love you then,
I will never love any one again will the passion I feel for you,
you set my heart ablaze with a simple glance of haste,
instantly I was yours a pond in your game,
I have never felt this way in my life let alone a day,
a single moment, a vision in mind
only for you could I be this ecstatic and array,
I’m lost in love, what a sinful game yet I cant ceased from play,
and its all because of you I feel this way,
but its ok because I’m happy to feel this way,
lost in love all night and day,
I wouldn’t have it any other way,
in love with you is how I choose to stay each and every day! ! !
 
Alexander Parra
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Love Lasts
 
Time will come, Time will pass,
But love is eternally strong and vast,
A bond between two 'You love me and I love you'
To hold someone near and dear is pledge to renounce all fear,
With passion in play nothing can get in the way,
puppy love will pass, but true love will forever last,
frozen in time are love is bound within this rhyme,
because true love lasts until the end of time....
 
Alexander Parra
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Mirror Image
 
Back stabbing personalities,
My mind weighs in,
A decision to label a rival or to call you a friend,
An internal battle rages within,
An epic battle between love and sin,
Just as battlefields lie in ruins, my sanity lies slain,
Can I trust someone who only causes pain,
Do I give in to the madness in my brain or resist and continue this devastating
game,
Even now as I gaze into the mirror resisting this rhythm of pain,
I gander at my reflection and only see shame.
 
Alexander Parra
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My Angel
 
Angel, My Angel
Your the one I long to see,
Angel 'O' Angel,
Without you there is no me,
Angel, My Angel
We are meant to be,
Angel 'O' Angel,
Love and care come with me...
 
Alexander Parra
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Our Destiny
 
One day i say i love you,
one day you say you love me,
i was always so happy because i was loved eternally,
for all time because its just you and I,
like a fairytale come to life we live happily ever after you and I,
for all eternity just us,
you and me this is are destiny,
i love you and you love me.....
 
Alexander Parra
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Shadows In Mind
 
Walking in shadows im shammed,
Alone in the darkness of my mind,
Wondering aimlessly for unknown reasons,
Cold and abandon I cry,
Now searching for heavens ray,
I know I will search until my dying day,
Friends I only see being pushed away,
Wishing all the time that I could only fade away,
Finding that time is more likely to have me blown away,
To be forgiven for my crime,
I strive and pray…
 
Alexander Parra
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The Fabled One
 
Darkness in my eyes,
strange feelings, blind?
Where to go what to see,
without you, only me,
Lost in the flame, burning alone in shame,
Exiled from the heart abandon I cry,
For life I abused and used,
Now punished for my selfish gain,
Only terror knows my name,
Children shriek at the very presence of my legend, my fame,
My fable now real to those that misbehave,
Darkness in my eyes,
Only bloody tears I cry,
Pain and discord now my lullaby...
 
Alexander Parra
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The Human Rose
 
Red petals of time, each one archives an event in mind
Though just an infant a new seed beauty is destined
Through fertile soil obtained the nutrients you need
Reach toward the heavens
With your head held up high
Reach toward the sun to grow into the sky
Plant your roots and remember from whence you came
A beautiful flower, living life the same
Elegance gleaming from the eyes
Rose petals shine velvety wonders a mystery left behind
A seasoned stem omits deception from honest lines
Wise ancestors sweet and kind
Wilting Rose life is at an end,
But from its seed life will come again…
 
Alexander Parra
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The Way Of The World
 
Long distances aside
By true loves rules we must abide
A crime is to refuse urges of this kind
The Human nature controls my mind
Enemies play the very same way
In the world of night and day
Lies aren’t to blame
But by Gods will we are tamed,
In this life of truth and shame
We are all the same…
 
Alexander Parra
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When Hope Dies
 
Hope, the inspiration of life
To live is to hope for the next
But what if there was no next then why live
In a world where the words im sorry don’t stand how can you
In a place where there is no right only wrong
A  society filled with nothing but pain
A culture where everyone cheats in any possible way 
A land of chaos is the where you might be
A planet for an end with none in sight
Where did all the hope go
The answer is where ever you left it
The only truth is that there is no hope in world only sadness and pain
There is no hope only sorrow and shame
This place is the end of hopes reign and it will come back ever and again…
 
Alexander Parra
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